
POLI 437: 
International Relations  

of Latin America



This week

Origins of Pink Tide

Legacy of Pink Tide 
governments



SO FAR…



SO FAR…



NOW…



“PINK” TIDE IN LATIN AMERICA

Unexpected rise of left governments in 
the 2000s



WHY “PINK”?
Distinct from (red) communism of 20th century, 

encompassed center-left candidates

Distance from Cold War Communism: even 
Chavez promoted “Bolivarian” socialism



WHY “SURPRISING”?

Cold War —> end of left-right ideology, 
dominance of liberal-democracy

Not just leftists but often political outsiders

Emergence of new parties (e.g., MAS, PSVD), 
collapse of traditional parties



Evo Morales and MAS



Evo Morales and MAS in Bolivia

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kksus1NV9fQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kksus1NV9fQ


Bolivia has big indigenous population historically 
excluded from power

Aymara, Quechua, though ethnicity is contested





Bolivia is a major source of coca leaf in 
the world (Peru, Colombia)

Big part of Bolivian economy, especially 
among indigenous people

Cocaleros (coca-growers) in conflict with 
government, USA over coca eradication, 

legalization



Evo Morales emerges as leader of cocaleros, 
founds left-wing MAS party in 1998

MAS wins presidency in just 8 years



Evo at the UN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzuL5vHLMPA


Other surprising bottom-up victories include 
Worker’s Party in Brazil (2003)

Dilma (left) militant during dictatorship 
Lula (right) leader of Steelworker’s Union



Others adopt a kinda-left-mostly-populist 
governing style during this period



Political outsiders clench surprising victories

Many center-left candidates take office

How did this happen?



Basic idea: traditional parties became politically 
incoherent, broke down, left vacuum



Parties seek to establish brands — clearly 
identifiable positions — that are legible, 

consistent, and distinct from other parties

Redistribution 
State involvement in economy 

Poor, working-class

Free market 
Fiscal responsibility 

Middle-class, upper class



Party adoption of inconsistent policies hurts 
brand

Redistribution 
Cuts to social security 

State involvement in economy 
Poor, working-class

Free market 
Nationalization of industry 

Fiscal responsibility 
Middle-class, upper class



When party platforms converge, brands also hurt

Redistribution 
Cuts to social security 

State involvement in economy

Redistribution 
Cuts to social security 

State involvement in economy 



1/4 of traditional political parties broke down!

50 years old on average, 80% drop of vote share 
from one election to next (Lupu, 2014)



Corruption stories

Let’s hear them



Proceso 8000



Back to Bolivia

Revolutionary Nationalist Movement (MNR) of 
Bolivia

The name gives it away: leftist organization turned 
party that was pivotal in Bolivian Revolution of 

the 1950s



Drew on middle-class nationalists and 
mine union workers

Platform: to advance, country must 
weaken mine owners

Nationalize tin industry, universal 
suffrage, mass education



By late 1990s and 2000s party brand 
diluted

Last president presided over 
privatization of key industries and 

significant austerity measures 



Conservative Christian from Santa Cruz, 
ran for office 2020



Traditional parties converge, brands 
weaken

If convergence/inconsistency hurts, 
why do it?



Why dilute your brand? Complicated 
answer but:

Weakening labor unions/working-class 
representation in parties

Economic crises/external debt

Our old friend decentralization



Unions often form grassroots of major left parties in 
LA, but weakened over time



In the 80s/90s LA experiences ballooning external 
debt, inflation, economic crises

Means many center-left parties implement brand-
diluting austerity while in office



Decentralization reduces party leader control over 
local politicians

Reduces need to join parties or follow leader



This is precisely what happens in Venezuela 
with the center-left Democratic Action Party in 

the late 1980s

Carlos Andres Perez enters office on left-
nationalist platform of increasing wages, tariffs

IMF is “a neutron bomb that killed people, but 
left buildings standing"

Immediately implements austerity



Austerity + increase in prices = Caracas almost 
burned to the ground (“Caracazo”)

Two coup attempts (first by Chavez)

Perez forced out of office for embezzling 
millions



1998 election unprecedented: contested by 
two brand-new parties



Why austerity?



Economic downturn + ballooning debt = 
“lost decade”



Painful austerity to cut spending, often in 
conjunction with International Monetary Fund



Austerity = selling state enterprises, lay-offs, cuts 
to health/education

Big impact on people who have access to these 
services



Why Austerity?

If your country is in recession, 
shouldn’t you increase spending to 
bolster aggregate demand/protect 

workers?



In rich countries, fiscal policy mostly counter-cyclical: 
cut spending in good times, increase spending in bad

In poor countries, fiscal policy mostly pro-cyclical: cut 
spending in bad times, increase spending in good



Poorer countries have more pressure/need to spend

Poor countries much more credit-constrained, need 
foreign capital

Debt denominated in dollars so can’t just print money 
to service debt, e.g., Japan (230% of GDP), USA (100% of 

GDP)

Why? It’s complicated



Austerity strongly associated IMF, US, outside actors



Brand dilution = both parties 
implement similar policies 

(austerity)

Anti-establishment 
candidates, new parties, 

populists

Painful austerity tied to 
international organizations, the 

US

Nationalist rhetoric, 
countering US influence

Public anger at austerity Welfare, redistribution

The result



Result is a crop of politicians who are:

Anti-establishment, populist

Nationalist

Redistributionist



Pink tide not really a function of electorate 
becoming more leftist



Doesn’t seem to be result of bringing poor 
voters into elections 

 (at least in Venezuela; also I’m skeptical)



Turning out non-voters is generally hard



Pink tide candidates not just “of the poor”

Chavez also won significant chunk of middle-class



You do see anger with US growing



Countering US influence one of Chavez’ 
key political platforms

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOsABwCrn3E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOsABwCrn3E


More on this in coming weeks



What is the legacy of the “pink tide”?

This is a pretty controversial question



There is a specter haunting this lecture…

…the specter of Venezuela





Pink tide a kind of mirror for whatever 
people want to see

For the left: pink tide great, any faults are 
the result of US meddling

For the right: pink tide bad, proof that you 
can’t have your cake and eat it too

I think this is too simplistic; there is tremendous 
variation within pink tide governments



Legacies of the Pink Tide

Big boosts in social 
spending

Undermining existing actors, 
bringing in new actors

Erosion of checks and 
balances (next week)



Lula’s (PT; 2003) influential Bolsa 
Familia program

Conditional cash transfer program that provides cash to 
families who meet certain goals (e.g., child not truant)



1 in 4 families part of Bolsa across 
almost all munis (50 million people)

Big reductions in poverty (int’l 
poverty line: 13% — 3%)

Improvements in health outcomes, 
schooling

Increase in calorie intake among 
poorest 



Chavez’s social programs via 
Bolivarian Missions

Missions in public health services, 
food subsidies, housing subsidies



Similar social programs in Bolivia, 
conditional transfers

Renta dignidad: pension system for 
poor



Result seems to be some pretty 
significant drops in inequality and 

poverty



How to finance all these projects? Especially 
with low tax capacity?

2000s saw a commodities boom that helped 
agro-exporting economies (e.g., Brazil, 

Argentina)

But also oil and natural gas 



Booming commodity sector —> employment, 
spillovers to other industries, state revenue



Social programs funded by revenue from oil 
industry



In Bolivia it was and continues to be natural 
gas



Economies are booming, sense of unending 
growth



Spoiler: the boom came to an end





Economic mismanagement + drop in oil prices = 
Venezuela’s crisis

Critical question: what would VZLA look like 
today without Chavez/Maduro?



Pink tide also brought in new actors, 
especially new parties



Indigenous groups make inroads in 
political center

More representation, new 
constitutions, plurinational status



Interestingly with great deal of independence, 
capacity to pressure state



Next week: democratic erosion


